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Introduction

Over the weeks and months of our engagement with the matter of the Equality Act
and of wading through the often highly charged dispute, we have arrived at some
degree of clarity and simplicity. Essentially, we have found that many of the
people involved are coming from a place of humanity, and that therefore there is a
chance for consensus “How to Make the Equality Act Equal”.

Very few of those who engage in a reasonable dialogue would debate that trans
people need and are entitled to their rights and freedom from discrimination. That
is not at issue. But it should not be at the loss of rights of others. We are also not
coming from a moralizing or religious point of view and we are not sympathizing
or affiliated with any of the extreme groups or movements involved in this issue.
Our intention is to offer openings for rational dialogue on the few critical issues
that are of alarm to main stream women once they have become aware of the facts.
Most women and the public at large don’t know of the “gender identity”
legislation going on and even less of the latitude the “gender identity” definition
allows.
The core issues are:

? How can we make the Equality Act serve the needs and rights of trans
people while not causing a detriment for women and girls?

? “Gender identity” overrides biological sex as a category and thus it erases
some of the essential rights and protections that require the foundation of
biological sex as a legally valid category

? The disputes almost exclusively concern access to sex segregated spaces.1

This is indeed one of the two most important issues related to this bill.

? There is no tangible definition of “gender identity”.

?  “Gender identity” advocacy stakes the only claim for civil rights that
infringes upon the civil rights of others: women and girls.

? The term “gender” itself has lost its meaning and become a free-for-all.
If any biological male who says "I am a woman" is legally given status of
"woman", then what happens to private spaces for females, particularly
those intended to protect women from male violence?

? There is immeasurable harm potential in the way the trans activists and
medical and pharmaceutical industries are marketing trans agenda to
children and teenagers, and often strong arm their parents.

? Developments in European countries precede the US by about five years.
Recent reports of regrets and unpredictable fall-out therefore provide

                                                       
1 A recent HUD directive (Notice CPD-15-02) proposes to stop funding sex segregated facilities, thus
eliminating HUD housing for the women who need it most.
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invaluable in- and foresight. (see Attachment 3 - Crime Statistics)

? Why do the most vocal members of the trans advocacy refuse dialogue, and
instead viciously attack anyone who disagrees with them?

Equality for Everyone?

No one should negate the individual experience of a transsexual person, nor
their right to be free from discrimination, but “gender identity”, especially in view
of the lacking tangible definition, should not be considered equal to race or sexual
orientation, it is not a nationality, not a sex, and not a religion. It is a political
construct that has invaded the picture and it is not entitled to the same
straightforward and unambiguous civil rights protection as race, sexual
orientation, nationality, sex or religion.2

Unfortunately, under the banner of “gender identity”, the trans lobby tries to
stake the only claim for civil rights that has ever infringed upon the civil rights of
others: women and girls. No civil right does that and no civil right should be
allowed to do that. If a “civil right” cancels out others’ civil rights, then by
definition it is not a civil right. It is an infringement on civil rights.

For a brief outline of this situation: Most laws for the protection and
empowerment of women and girls depend on the recognition of women as a
defined sex, largely in need of protection from men. One significant means to
achieve that are sex segregated spaces and accommodations, i.e. places where
women and girls can be safe from males, physically and emotionally. But once the
distinction between gender identity and gender and between gender and sex is
blurred or erased so that anyone can claim any gender identity, women’s and girls’
rights and protection (from men) are severely compromised.

The trans agenda makes no secret of its intentions: The bulk of all political trans
lobbying and strong-arming aims at forcing entities and institutions to allow
biological males claiming to be women entry into sex segregated women’s spaces.
In many cases, this is done by legislation that directly or indirectly3 threatens to
cut funding for sex segregated accommodations. With all due respect, once it is
abbreviated, the way this agenda feels becomes ever clearer: Trans forces male
entry into women’s spaces. True or half-true, this reflects most women’s feelings
on the issue. It not only concerns the risk of actual transgressions but it also is an
assault on women’s psyche and re-enforces the millennia of oppression.

An Avalanche Across States & Federal Agencies

We will all agree that the oppression of one class of people cannot pass for
progress. But the thrust of the political agenda to allow biological males into
                                                       
2 http://genderapostates.com/trans-women-are-women-is-a-lie/
3 indirectly, by opening the avenue for law suits.

http://genderapostates.com/trans-women-are-women-is-a-lie/
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women’s and girls’ space does exactly that. It forces onto females an acquiescence
of a male take-over. Under A Hidden War on Diversity on page 9, we will also
address -- just that, how a hidden war on diversity is fought by way of Trojan
Horse maneuvers into state and federal legislation and agency rules.

One aspect of the “Trojan Horse” issue is that it assumes there to be a
homogenous “LGBT community”. There used to be an LGB community, and it
was working toward the same goals of equality. But in itself, LGBT is not equal.

Transsexual/transgender is not a sexual orientation, it is not equal
to LGB and does not want equality with sexual orientation:
Instead, it demands equality with biological women/men.

To that end, it has done everything in its might to take over the LGB
momentum and appropriate its political credit toward diversity and progress. This
is sad but it is true, as shown, for example, in the takeover by trans women of the
board of GLAAD (Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation) 4 In his article
“Why I created the “Drop the T” Petition”5, Clayton Channing also offers
extremely compelling insights on the subject. (See also “What Some Trans
Activists’ Practices Indicate” on page 11.)

This distinction of LGB vs. T is extremely contentious, so contentious in fact that
many people are afraid to sign that “Drop the T” petition. So, it may seem a hard
recognition to swallow, especially for people who consider themselves liberal
and/or progressive. It may also seem daunting or even impossible to stem the tide of
political muscle and organizational damage potential the trans lobby has shown it is
willing to unleash against anyone suggesting an open dialogue, let alone daring to
question their premise as we have done above. That hesitation, however, is also
understandable – and predictable – considering the deceptive fallacy in the basic
“gender identity” premise at issue here: A male is a woman if he says he is one.
(and vice versa for females) and this “gender identity” overrides biological sex.

The Difference Between Equality and Erasure

In other words “gender identity” erases biological sex as a category and it
erases some of the essential rights and protections that require the foundation of
biological sex as a legally valid category. This means women and girls, biological
females, will no longer have the right to shower, dress, sleep (including rape crises
centers and safe houses) nor organize free from the presence of males. That’s the
“T” many have suggested to remove from the sexual orientation grouping,6

because it isn’t sexual orientation, and because it harms the original LGB. In fact,
as we will explain under A Hidden War on Diversity on page 9, the efforts of the
                                                       
4 GLAAD (Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation) [http://www.queerty.com/the-glaad-boards-
tranny-trouble-how-its-trans-takeover-is-reshaping-lgbt-politics-20140724]
5 http://lgbvoice.org/why-i-created-the-drop-the-t-petition/
6 Recently an online petition was posted called “Drop the ‘T’ ”

http://www.queerty.com/the-glaad-boards-
http://lgbvoice.org/why-i-created-the-drop-the-t-petition/
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trans lobby to pathologize “non-conforming” into something that must be fixed –
by way of transgender – actually represents an attack on the diversity of people’s
sexual orientations and expressions. The most shocking casualties of this war,
however, are children and juveniles. (See also under How Children’s Lives are
Destroyed, page 10)

Any well intentioned efforts to ensure that all people “have full rights in every
aspect of their lives” as Senator Merkley, sponsor of the Equality Act puts it,
cannot be at the expense of a vast percentage of the people, women, losing crucial
rights, rights hard won over centuries. History shows that none of the LGB
equality efforts came at the price of women’s and girls’ rights and protection. Did
any gay organization ever claim that women should no longer be allowed privacy
from men? Did any lesbian organization ever claim that men should no longer be
allowed privacy from women? And did any bisexual organization ever claim that
women should no longer be allowed privacy from men?
As stated above, if a “civil right” cancels out others’ civil rights, then by definition
it is not a civil right. It is an infringement on civil rights.

Let’s ask the next question: What will it do for the quality of democracy if a
small group of politically determined people forces their agenda on others,
categorically rejects dialogue, silences and assails differing opinions? Is it not
“incomprehensibly wrong7” when girls get kicked out of their girls-only locker
room because a biological male wants to undress in front of them – and expects
them to undress in front of him – and threatens to sue the school for discrimination
as happened in Olympia, Washington? Is it not “incomprehensibly wrong” that
something that used to be called “indecent exposure” is to be elevated to a “civil
right” nationally, the way it already is in some states, including Oregon? The
situation always deals with access to women’s and girls’ safe space, as, for
example in California’s Assembly Bill 1266, “an act to amend Section 221.5 of
the Education Code, relating to pupil rights”.

In other words, when we try for a constructive contribution to a discussion on
the Equality Act, this is where our focus must be: How can we make the Equality
Act serve the needs and rights of trans people while not causing a detriment for
women and girls?

Because of a lack of common sense arguments and a fragile house of cards of
mental constructs and circular logic, the trans lobby has proven unwilling and
perhaps unable to engage in an open dialogue but will attack us, and, ironically, in
the process prove us and everyone else right who questions their premise. We say
this because they are doing this to numerous prominent speakers and teachers in
getting them deplatformed from universities, as well as to the grassroots activists
who are trying to protect women and girl’s civil rights.
                                                       
7 quoting from Senator Merkley’s 01/13/2016 Newsletter at
https://outreach.senate.gov/iqextranet/view_newsletter.aspx?id=239774&c=quorum_merkley-iq

https://outreach.senate.gov/iqextranet/view_newsletter.aspx?id=239774&c=quorum_merkley-iq
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A Woman Walks Down the Street, Hears Footsteps Behind Her

A man walks to his car at night and hears footsteps behind him. What are his
feelings? Will he even be aware of particular feelings?

A woman walks to her car at night and hears footsteps behind her. What are her
feelings? Whether or not she is aware of them, her feelings are shaped by centuries
of violence against women. The psyche of any female person in our “civilized”
societies is inoculated with the anticipation of a need to protect herself from the
potential of male violence. Her steps may quicken. She may try not to look who is
following her. She may reach for the car keys in her purse while trying to not give
a nervous or vulnerable impression. And when she finally gets into her car, she
will immediately lock it from the inside. Sounds like a movie?
Playing Now, by the millions – in a woman’s gut near you.

The recent events on New Years Eve in Cologne, Germany, emphasize once
more why there is no true “equality” between the sexes. There can be no claim that
a woman’s, any woman’s sense of danger from a male person is all hype. Nor is
there an equality between the sexes when it comes to living in danger of violence.
Those who wish to downplay any woman’s innate fear of rape or any related male
transgression would need to come up with equal rape statistics between female and
male perpetrators, equal statistics of domestic violence by males as by females,
equal pornography, prostitution, and human trafficking statistics to make their
point.

This is why any attempt to level the playing field of legal protection against sex
based discrimination, harassment, and abuse, without any qualifiers for the
definition of gender identity is nothing less than an attack on women. (This is a
man saying/writing this.)

Women Need a Safe Space. And the “Equality Act” in its present form
threatens to remove that.

Feminists Are Committed to Non-Discrimination
Despite the stories disseminated by some trans activists, radical feminists8 arenot

adverse to the rights of trans people, but they are deeply invested in maintaining
women’s hard-won protections against sex stereotyping and legally actionable sex
discrimination in employment, housing, medical care, education, credit, and access
to public accommodations. Feminism seeks to preserve these protections without -
paradoxically - having the same harmful assumptions about women’s appropriate
“appearance, expression, or behavior” perpetuated and privileged under the guise of
                                                       
8 “Radical”, means: focussed on the root issues, like misogyny in all its forms. Unfortunately, Feminism
today has a basic division between radical feminists and other feminists (liberal and/or “third wave”) who
advocate for pornography and prostitution as “sex positive” and empowering for women. When we say
“feminist” here, we mean radical feminists whose history goes back to the 60’s.
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gender identity. However, advocates who frame gender identity as more important
than sex actually reinforce stereotypes about women that feminists have fought
against for decades. Some extreme LGBT organizations are, in effect, undermining
critical legal civil rights precedent by developing a theory of gender identity that
values stereotyped “gendered appearance, expression, or behavior” more than
biological sex.

No other class of persons seeking protection under any anti-discrimination legis-
lation has attempted to intentionally disregard another protected class— until now9.

Lacking Definitions

Laws and rules usually have an introductory section of definition. We were
unable to find a definition in The Equality Act of the term “gender”. Without that,
we rely on historical and etymological definitions: The term “gender” is based in
the Latin and means “as born” or innate. It can refer to a nation or a class of
animals – or to the sex of a human being, but dress and manners and behavior or
any of the new “meanings” of gender identity can’t make it what it isn’t: how a
person was/is created (gendered) in their mother’s womb, their “as born” nature.

Originally, “gender” was used as a polite synonym for female and male.
Recently, any number of mix and match options have been added. As we will see,
it re-enforces the sex cookie cutter. All 58 terms – see below – reference male or
female or both.

Facebook Gender Options

According to an ABCNews.go.com report from February 201410, Facebook
now offers 56 “extended” genders to choose. (UK sources even claim 7111.)`

"There's going to be a lot of people for whom this is going to mean nothing, but
for the few it does impact, it means the world," Facebook software engineer
Brielle Harrison told the Associated Press. Harrison, who worked on the project, is
in the process of gender transition, from male to female. The complete list can be
found in Attachment 6 - Expanded Gender Options on Facebook)

Among the gender options identified by ABC News, there are two missing:
Female and Male.

Lacking “Gender Identity” Definition in the Equality Act

How can we claim a lacking definition? Despite the above referenced list, the
underlying “gender” part of “gender identity” remains undefined in the Equality
                                                       
9 From lawyer Elizabeth Hungerford’s pamphlet on sex stereotypes
10 http://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/facebook-adds-custom-gender-options-transgender-
members-n29741
11 That List includes “female” and “male”

http://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/facebook-adds-custom-gender-options-transgender-
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Act. The new and undefined “gender identity”, while it is extremely vague and
ambiguous, nevertheless strongly enforces sex stereotype and erases (see the
absolute term “regardless”, below) the significance of sex as such: Here is the
quote:

“The term ‘GENDER IDENTITY’ means the gender-related identity,
appearance, mannerisms, or other gender-related characteristics of an
individual, regardless of the individual’s designated sex at birth.
The problem is that the word GENDER still refers to an undefined term, even

though the next section appears to clarify:
“as consistent with the term's standard meaning in Federal law.

The term “gender, however is defined nowhere. Please correct me.
The term SEX, on the other hand, ceases to refer to biological female or male
persons but is totally dismantled to “include”:

? a sex stereotype
? pregnancy, childbirth, or a related medical condition; and
? sexual orientation or gender identity.

which defines sexual orientation at the same level as gender identity, which are two
entirely different things. Also, Female and Male are missing and all protections
hinging on the existence of a protectable class of people, women, get the legal
foundation pulled out from under them. In official MANA12 midwivery
terminology, it is now no longer women who give birth, but "pregnant individuals"
or a “birthing parent”. Why? Because men allegedly get pregnant too, and give
birth. That is, trans men—whose biological sex is female, but whose sex is erased
in the new midwivery nonmenclature. By prioritizing gender identity over
biological reality, the Equality Act forces the idea that any human (other than those
in a now outlawed class called women) can carry offspring to term, give birth to
them and nurse them. Do you really believe that? Of course, both, for a biological
female to disclaim that she is a woman and for a biological male to claim he is a
woman by mere declaration are acts of misogyny. Misogyny is at the root of all the
conflicts in this matter.

What we are actually looking at is erasure of women as a class of people
entitled to protection and non-discrimination. When gender identity discrimination
is considered sex discrimination where does that leave sex discrimination against
women? The gender equality allegedly included in the gender discrimination laws
would effectively erase the legal protection status of women as a class. Once
again, as for centuries, women are not equal in their rights.

                                                       
12 Midwives Alliance of North America
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When “Equality” Becomes Erasure

Even if it is dressed up as a continued progress in
all human rights and freedoms and protections and
equalities, and uses these sentiments to fuel its
arguments, we are facing a massive backlash, which,
in reality, threatens fundamental rights of women.

If one makes it impossible for a woman to define
herself as woman based on her biology and based on
how she was born– how she came out of mama, a
woman – one makes it impossible for her to claim
herself as a woman. Instead, she becomes subject to
constructs, such as a “cis-woman” which is only one
kind of woman, “equalized” with trans women.
By reframing the foundation of “civil rights” to
invalidate woman’s innate characteristics and
qualities of being a woman, the trans push for
equality effectively takes away the bulk of advances
and protections women have achieved.

A Hidden War on Diversity

The efforts of the trans lobby to pathologize gender “non-conforming” into
something that must be fixed – by way of transgender – actually represents an
attack on the diversity of people’s sexual orientations and expressions.

Diversity is what makes all of us different from one another. And being
different makes it possible for us to love and nourish each other. Diversity, in
other words is what makes love possible. The alternative is bottomless narcissism.
To take this a step further, if a person experiences nothing different, there is
nothing to learn, nothing to evolve, and no personal development could happen
outside that proclaimed conformity. Diversity and conformity are mutually
exclusive.

A distinction must be maintained between facts and feelings: Feelings are real,
but they are not facts. Feelings should be respected but they cannot be mistaken
for reality. To put it simply, “feeling” like a woman does not make one a woman
and “feeling” like a man does not make one a man. It sounds nonsensical to think
otherwise. But “if I feel like a woman I am one” and “if I feel like a man that
makes me one”? That is gender identity as $$$$$$referenced in the Equality Act.

Despite the liberal and compassionate and progressive labels, it boils down to
an intolerant take-over, in this case of Woman. This activism pushes for outlawing
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the distinction of a female-born person with XX chromosomes as a woman. This
would erase the legal basis for all advances women have made in the past few
centuries. Women are already losing their jobs, when they question the official
trans agenda in fields such as reproducdtive health.

How Children’s Lives are Destroyed

The most shocking fall-out from the hidden war on diversity under the banner
of the legalized carte blanche “gender identity” is its application to children and
juveniles. The trans narrative pathologizes any non-conforming child or teenager
and amplifies the widespread lack of “gender” definition by replacing it with
stereotypes based on “mannerisms and appearance of a woman (or man)”. This
gives agenda-driven outside entities free range to use insecure parents (and which
parents are not really insecure) and children (and which children and teenagers are
not really insecure) to sell them on the transgender “pick male or female and take
the necessary social and medical changes to make your body conform.” Diversity
of expression is not accepted and embraced, but boxed into rigid conformity to
stereotypes, to be shored up with life-long medical intervention. Voila, the
foundation for a lucrative industry is established.

We need to inform the public and motivate decision makers to evaluate how
“gender identity” as now included in The Equality Act will affect children and
teenagers. Instead of celebrating diversity, the enshrining of stereotypes
(“mannerisms” and “appearance”) into federal law will serve to entrench
conformity, and appropriate adolescent non-conformity as an extremely
questionable mandate for intervention.

Given that 80% or more of those assessed for gender dysphoria later change
their minds and often simply discover themselves to be lesbian or gay or
heterosexual or all if it, this is a travesty. This also explains why the trans lobby
tries to downplay or discredit recent international studies which result in
significant questions about the two-dimensional trans dogma. (Please see
Attachment 4 - Two Studies. and Attachment 5 - Activism to Normalize Gender
Transitioning at Childrens Expense)

Another study, Early Medical Treatment of Children and Adolescents With Gender
Dysphoria: An Empirical Ethical Study. 13 finds that despite the clinical
recommendations by various transgender health professionals, “[…] in actual practice,
no consensus exists whether to use these early medical interventions.

By ignoring this type of evidence, real damage is being done, real lifelong
damage, for example, if the temporarily dysphoric juveniles are turned into guinea
pigs by treating them with puberty blockers, none of which have been adequately
                                                       

13 by Vrouenraets LJ1, Fredriks AM2, Hannema SE3, Cohen-Kettenis PT4, de Vries MC3. J Adolesc
Health. 2015 Oct;57(4):367-73. doi: 10.1016/j.jadohealth.2015.04.004. Epub 2015 Jun 25.
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tested – long term. How could they? Without any evidence of harm from allowing
a child a diversity of expression or of benefit of having children conform to binary
stereotypes, the “treatment” of a young person solely based on his or her
nonconforming with one of two binary sex stereotypes should be considered
equivalent to a pharmaceutical/surgical conversion therapy.

In the words of Ilona Turner, Legal Director of the Transgender Law Center,
from her 2007 law review article entitled Sex Stereotyping Per Se: Transgender
Employees and Title VII (95 Cal. L. Rev. 561 (2007)).

“It is inaccurate to conflate sexual orientation with gender
nonconformity, and such semantic sloppiness has no place in the
law…”

While Ilona Turner points out that something is wrong with equating gender non-
conformity with sexual orientation, she still downplays it to the realm of
semantics. But it is much more.

Urgent Need for Public Information on Fasttracking Children

Should the laws be passed that allows the medical and legal professions to take
control and fasttrack children’s transitions, the result will be taking rights away
from parents and children or juveniles and giving it to politically motivated
organizations, psychologists, medical doctors, school administrators and school
nurses etc. All are entities to derive material profit and/or ego inflation from
someone’s sex change process.

This makes it urgent to educate the public on acceptance and normalcy of
diversity of gender expression and to trust a child’s growing up process rather than
the “professionals” and “experts”, all of whom have something to gain by
fasttracking the child into puberty blockers and the like.

What Some Trans Activists’ Practices Indicate

Lately, feminists, especially lesbian feminists, are exposed to trans lobby
activities designed to silence them, to threaten with harm those who have a
different opinion; even dissent from the “party line” by actual transitioned trans
people is retaliated against. In trying to censor and silence questions and criticism,
trans activist engage in verbal abuse and intimidation, even vandalism, call others
bigots and transphobes, are having them deplatformed, threaten their livelihood
and their physical safety with violence, rape and death threats. Someone who
states that an XY trans person is still a male, is accused of contributing to the
“murder” of trans people. That is real damage. Not to mention the blatant attack on
the First Amendment.

This intolerance raises a red flag in regards to the expansion of “gender identity”
rights the way trans activists demand it. See also Attachment 3. You will find no
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equivalent actions or intent on the “other side”
What such actions reveal most convincingly, however, is that the militant trans

lobby cannot engage in a dialogue because it lacks the logical, rational, and factual
underpinnings for its propaganda and demands. But this lack of willingness (and
ability) to dialogue, shall not keep us from seeking solutions with interested people
of good intention and help protect those few whose wellbeing really will be best
served by a full medical transition.

Possible Solutions

As outlined in documents of reasonable discourse such as Attachment 1 -
Excerpts from Safe Shelter Response, compromises are possible. They are likely
to address only the worst sticking points:

? Intention: Is the trans person serious or just out for his own gratification
without regard for the feeling of others, perhaps even with predatory intent?

? Balance: Does the social discomfort and safety of a single transgender person
outweigh the rights, expectations and physical and emotional discomfort and
actual safety of others, especially women?

? Time buffer: Is a child’s or juvenile’s desire for a sex change authentic and
lasting or a reaction to stereotypes that constrict and shame them for being
“non-conforming? Or worse, merely the product of exposure to hype and
marketing?

Legal anchoring of intention is possible. And so is the requirement for a
credible transition history. It is absolutely reasonable to require documentation. As
lawyers Brennan and Hungerford state it: “One reasonable compromise would be
to limit the meaning of the term “transgender” to those whose medical history or
treatment of transsexualism and/or government identification document one’s
preferred “gender”. [as in Connecticut and Massachusetts – see below]

Perhaps the most difficult issue is that of children and juveniles, who are preyed
on, whose childhood and growing-up process may be stolen under the perverse
guise of “protecting” the child from undue suffering. Recent documentation,
especially from Europe, makes this danger extremely evident.

Still, unchecked semantic imprecision has resulted not only in poorly defined
“gender identity” protections written literally to override and replace another
legally protected class, sex, it has also resulted in “gender identity” being
inappropriately shoved into the sexual orientation protections of the following six
states: Colorado; Illinois; Maine; Minnesota; Washington; and Oregon.

Except for Massachusetts and Connecticut, all states with “gender identity”
laws have failed to specify any evidentiary or consistency requirements for
individuals claiming protection from “gender identity” discrimination. They also
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fail to create a safeguard against “improper purpose”– a provision which will now
have to be litigated by women at their expense. In other words, these laws have
shifted the burden of proof to the victims of the fact that sex discrimination
protection has been outlawed. Please see the table found at
http://sexnotgender.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/gender-identity-laws-by-state_6-
2013-1.xls    This list may be slightly outdated, but it could be a useful reference
for wording of qualifiers and conditions for trans women being allowed into sex
segregated spaces.

Specifically, both, Connecticut and Massachusetts attempt to safeguard against
abuse by requiring the same criteria:

. . evidence including, but not limited to, medical history, care or
treatment of the gender-related identity, consistent and uniform assertion
of the gender-related identity or any other evidence that the gender-related
identity is sincerely held, as part of a person's core identity; [provided
however, gender-related identity shall] not be asserted for any improper
purpose.

Square brackets above indicate additional phrase in Massachusetts law.

In the end, while there is no law that can substitute for sincere intent, there are
models of clarity which provide at least some protection against fraud and
wrongful intent. As shown, some state’s gender identity laws contain such
language.

Still, there remains the reservation based in the feelings of most women, all
across the globe: A Woman Walks Down the Street, Hears Footsteps Behind
Her. There is nothing that can adequately describe that psychic reality and there is
nothing that can argue that reality out of millions of women’s heart by legalese
assurances. These women, world wide, deserve our support – and yours.

http://sexnotgender.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/gender-identity-laws-by-state_6-
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1 -  Excerpts from Safe Shelter Response

http://sexnotgender.com/2011/09/06/brennan-hungerford-response-to-
making-shelters-safe-for-transgender-evacuees

We simply want to limit the rights of males who do not intend to medically
transition from demanding access to women’s sex-segregated spaces on the
basis of ‘gender identity.’ Accordingly, we object to the use of ‘gender
identity’ as a replacement for sex in the absence of a meaningful definition
that requires medical evidence.

Female needs and vulnerabilities deserve representation and serious
consideration in all discussions that compromise the boundaries of sex-
segregated space, as females have a long-standing and legitimate interest in
maintaining these boundaries.  We recommend that the Guidelines
incorporate a balancing test to weigh the social discomfort and safety of
transgender people against the rights and expectations of everyone else in
the world, particularly females.  One reasonable compromise would be to
limit the meaning of the term “transgender” to those whose medical history
or treatment of transsexualism and/or government identification show one’s
preferred “gender.”  Given that your organizations seek to override the
boundaries of sex in sex-segregated spaces, such documentation should be
the minimum prerequisite for access to sex-segregated space opposite one’s
sex assigned at birth.  No doubt, this approach would deny some trans
women access to the sex-segregated space of their choosing.  But the
Guidelines endorsed by your organizations, while claiming to stand for
“gender equality,” entirely disregard female need for sex segregation. This is
unfair and unacceptable.

http://sexnotgender.com/2011/09/06/brennan-hungerford-response-to-
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Attachment 2 - Lierre Keith about Trans Violence (excerpts)
https://radfemsrespond.wordpress.com/60-2/

Let me give you some actual facts about the abuse and violence in this conflict. It is
the transgender activists and their allies who have made threats—including some
horrible sexual threats—against feminist activists. I personally have been targeted
repeatedly. In 2012, I was a speaker at RadFem Reboot, which took place at the
Multnomah Meetinghouse. Because of the threats against both me and the event, I
had to have six members of Iraq Vets Against the War as a personal escort. Sam
Berg has all the details about the threats and her experience with the police if you
want more information.

In June 2013, a feminist event in London (UK), Radical Feminism 2013, lost its
booking at the Irish Centre because of threats of violence made by transgender
activists against the facility and the staff. Understand: these threats engendered
enough fear in the centre’s professional staff that the venue backed out. The
organizers were able to find another venue, the Camden Centre, but dozens of
police were deployed around the building to keep the participants and speakers
(including me) safe. Again, all of this is documented if you want further details.

In July 2013, Sam Berg and I were both organizers of an event in Toronto called
RadFem Rise Up. We lost our venue, Beaver Hall, because once again the venue was
flooded with threats from transgender activists. You have received a letter attesting to
this incident from Trish Oliver, a resident of Beaver Hall. Despite the hostility, our
event went on, meeting at a private location. But the transgender activists stalked and
infiltrated our meeting and ultimately we had to involve the police. Let’s be clear
about who we were and what our conference was about. We were a small group of
women who talked about reproductive rights, prostitution, rape culture and sexual
bullying, and political resistance. Participants included survivors of the sex industry
as well as a woman with an infant currently living in a shelter. These are the “terrible,
abusive women” that transgender activists are trying to silence.

This past February, I was slated to speak at the Public Interest Environmental Law
Conference at the University of Oregon. The threats against me were so unrelenting
that the university administration hired six police officers to keep me safe. You will
not find a single example—not anywhere—of a transgender person needing a
police escort to stay safe from feminists. And while I was not hurt, the head of my
personal security crew was assaulted while escorting me to my car.

These are a few incidents among many. If you want more examples, I can provide
them. The pattern is the same. Women try to meet to discuss the violence,
dehumanization, and exploitation that we face as women and we are threatened into
silence. Yet Multnomah Meeting is condemning feminists as the abusers. Again,
feminists have never attempted to shut down a transgender event, violently or
otherwise.

https://radfemsrespond.wordpress.com/60-2/
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Attachment 3 - Crime Statistics

Crime statistics of transwomen (MTF) presently are the same as those of men.
However, this statistic will be erased as increasingly crimes committed by MTF
people will be logged under women’s statistics.

Below, for something of an eye opener, a brief digest with quotes paraphrased
from https://gendertrender.wordpress.com/2015/09/13/gender-identity-specialists-
warn-of-ever-increasing-tide-of-transwoman-sex-offenders/

“Testimony admitted by the British Association of Gender Identity Specialists
to the Transgender Equality Inquiry in the UK Parliament took a surprise turn
when members sounded the alarm over what they warned is an “ever increasing
tide” of transwoman criminal sex offenders. They outline how sex-offending
transwomen whom they describe as “pretend transsexuals” adopt a transgender
identity for various nefarious purposes, often involving increased access to
vulnerable women and child victims.

There is an “ever increasing tide” of incarcerated transwomen accessing
transgender care services. These transwomen are overwhelmingly convicted of
“serious sexual offenses”, facing “long or indeterminate” sentences. These
transwomen convicted of serious sexual offences “vastly outnumber” transgender
prisoners convicted for ordinary crimes.

Transgender care providers have identified several “improper purposes” utilized
by the vast majority of incarcerated transwomen seeking transgender care.

These are identified as follows:

? Access to trips out of prison
? Sexual access to vulnerable incarcerated females
? Early parole due to parole board’s false belief that transwomen are less

dangerous than other men.
? False belief that transgender medical treatments will decrease their future

impulses to commit criminal sexual offenses.
? Desire for special status within prison system.
? Desire for protected status within prison system.
? nhanced ability to commit future serious sexual offenses against women

and/or children while disguised as women.
The Parliamentary testimony of the Association of Gender Identity Specialists

goes on to complain that “Informed Consent” models of transgender care, where
adopted, force clinicians to knowingly facilitate criminal sex offenses against
women and children through the administration of transgender medicine.

https://gendertrender.wordpress.com/2015/09/13/gender-identity-specialists-
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Attachment 4 - Two Studies

The report from the WPATH CONSENSUS PROCESS Regarding TRANSGENDER
and TRANSSEXUAL-RELATED DIAGNOSES in ICD-11 from May 2013 states:14

(page 5, (emphases are not in the original).

An added level of complexity is that children presenting as transgender
raise an additional set of questions about what constitutes appropriate
responses and treatment. For example, most cases of childhood gender
dsyphoria do not persist into adulthood, while a minority of individuals
do go on to seek gender transition in adolescence and adulthood.
page 9,

Gender variance in childhood is normal. Risks of a GI-Childhood
diagnosis include: Stigmatizing children with a diagnostic label when there
is no disorder45; diagnosis can become iatrogenic [caused by the
physician (for her or his own motives)], instilling a sense in the child that
“there is something wrong with me”; and a poor predictive value – 80% of
children diagnosed with GID do not continue to have GID of
adolescence or adulthood. One presenter suggested moving to a narrative
approach for historical preservation and also emphasized the unethical
position around reparative therapy. This presenter proposed using Z codes
with a ‘g’ modifier for gender diversity, and advocated that we educate
carriers to reimburse Z codes (Z codes are rarely reimbursed). Another
presenter argued that childhood diagnoses should be removed because their
existence undermines the removal of adult & adolescent diagnostic category
from mental health chapter. This presenter gave many suggestions for Z
codes.
Another study, Report: Critique and Alternative Proposal to the “Gender

Incongruence of Childhood” Category in ICD-11, GATE Civil Society Expert
Working Group (www.transactivists.org) Buenos Aires, April 4-6, 2013, finds in
footnote 10, on PDF page 4:

The group of experts convened by GATE considers “gender variance” to
be an extremely problematic concept that is rooted in a binary and
hierarchical understanding of gender.
on PDF page 4/25,

First, there is no clear consensus among researchers and health care
providers with regard to the need for or global applicability of such a
diagnosis.

Second, gender variance in childhood does not require any medical
interventions such as hormone therapy or surgical procedures. Rather,

                                                       
14 This study is found on http://sexnotgender.com/studies-and-reports-transgender-children

http://www.transactivists.org)
http://sexnotgender.com/studies-and-reports-transgender-children
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children need information and support in exploring their gender
identity and expression and dealing with sociocultural environments that
are frequently hostile to gender variance.

Third, attaching a medical diagnosis to gender diversity in childhood
contradicts WHO’s commitment to respecting rather than pathologizing
sexual diversity. Specifically, research indicates it is impossible to
distinguish between a gender-variant child who will grow up to become
trans and a gender-variant child who will grow up to be gay, lesbian, or
bisexual, but not trans. As such, by conflating gender variance and sexual
orientation, the proposed GIC category amounts to a re-pathologization
of homosexuality.
page 6,

• Children do not have medical needs related to gender diversity, such as
hormone therapy or surgical procedures, that require a specific diagnosis.13

Instead, their primary needs are for information, counseling, and
support, which the ICD can facilitate access to via other means, such as Z
codes. (Winter 2013).

.• Children who experience clinically significant distress or impairment
due to gender variance are able to access health care under the same
diagnoses that are used for any child with clinical depression or anxiety.
.15

PDF page 7-8,
In addition to its manifest lack of medical necessity, evidence indicates

that the proposed GIC diagnosis may in fact be potentially harmful. This
evidence includes observations that diagnoses of gender variance or
incongruence exacerbate stigma and discrimination for children and their
families, as well as indications that such diagnoses have been used to
justify the provision of harmful “reparative” therapies. (Langer &
Martin 2004) Moreover, though the proposed GIC diagnosis will be
regulated by definitions and diagnostic guidelines, the risk is unacceptably
high that this diagnosis will be interpreted as pathologizing any form of
gender variance in childhood.

                                                       
15 can be submitted upon request
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Attachment 5 - Activism to Normalize Gender Transitioning at
Childrens Expense

http://sexnotgender.com/2013/03/20/activism-to-normalize-gender-transitioning-now-
comes-at-childrens-expense/

The excerpts and paraphrasing from which the following is taken was
submitted specifically in relation to the “Oregon Health Plan“[emphases added]

Based on the existing literature, there is very poor evidence of the benefit of
puberty suppressing therapy for transgendered youth. Rather than following
well-researched medical science, Oregon’s decision is based on trans political
activism and social normativity, claiming that children who report “feeling” like
the opposite sex must therefore be the opposite sex and should therefore be treated
so as to physically mimic the stereotypical appearances of the opposite sex with
state-funded medical intervention.

A state bureaucracy is financially supporting significant medical
intervention for children whose long-term consequences are unknown…If that
isn’t chilling enough, the proposed “cure” legitimizes artificial hormone
treatments for children who can’t possibly know the…the long-term consequences
of these decisions. As a result, and as a legal matter, children cannot consent to
this “treatment” in any meaningful way.

It is a scientific fact that we cannot change our biological sex. […]The bottom
line is that state-paid doctors may now prescribe untested drugs for the sole
purpose of helping a child or teen “pass” (be read by other people) as the
opposite sex. Does this not mean that selling the idea that people can change their
sex, with the promise that they will then feel better about themselves, their bodies,
and their sexual orientation, is tantamount to lying? It is fiction at best.

Unproven medical treatments

The treatment referenced in the Oregon guideline involves injections of
gonadotropin-releasing hormone antagonists. These powerful artificial hormones
were developed and are normally prescribed for fertility and prostate problems in
adult females and males, respectively. Treating children with these drugs because
they have been “diagnosed as transgender” is an off-label use of the drugs and is
absolutely counter to FDA requirements to have “sound medical evidence” or
“firm scientific rationale”. And contrary to being “perfectly safe”, recent studies
show that the use of puberty blockers in girls results in a greater risk of polycystic
ovary syndrome, and increase the incidences of headaches, weight gain, nausea,
and hot flashes.

Stigmatized for Life

[..] Rather than investigating and addressing the full scope of the child’s

http://sexnotgender.com/2013/03/20/activism-to-normalize-gender-transitioning-now-
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experience…people are accepting the trans activist frame as a given: that
children can be “born in the wrong body” (the heart of the “transgender”
claim).

… A side effect of this rush to accept the trans activist framing is the confusion
between “gender identity” (the new term that encapsulates the conflation of gender
non-conformity with the need for medical intervention) and sexuality (the simple
fact of sexual preference that is now well-understood by professionals and most of
society).

There is compelling evidence that a large percentage of gender non-conforming
children grow up to be gay or lesbian adults. [75% or more] Conflating gender
non-conformity with a trans medical condition, puts homosexual boys and
girls at risk, yet again, of being pathologized and medically treated for
something that much of society has come to accept as normal and healthy.

There is no evidence that puberty suppression solves the actual problem – the
pain of living in a society with rigid gender roles – it just attempts to suppress
what bothers other people, the gender non-conformity, while bullies do not have
to change their behavior, because the bullied will be medicated so the bullies
aren’t uncomfortable with them anymore...

Suppressing the puberty of a child in order to make other children and adults
more comfortable with that child’s “gender expression” must not be understood as
a victory for human rights. It is more reminiscient of eugenics.  The fight against
gender stereotyping and the abolition of sex-based social roles is derailed by these
celebrations of “gender identity.” Further, pathologizing gender non-conformity is
the opposite of freeing women and girls from the shackles of compulsory
femininity.

[…] This impacts all girls and women, lesbians and gay men. If the concept that
there are correct and incorrect bodies vis a vis “gender” gains significant medical
support, no one outside the stereotypical gender expression will escape unharmed.

So what can we do about this?

We must engage the medical community of literally intimidating credentials in
an open discussion about these issues. We have only to remember that medical
science has been wrong about prescription drugs and thousands of people
with credentials have made deadly mistakes with them. Highly-credentialed
people who have the professional obligations not to build health policy with no
scientific basis are not immune to social pressures toward conformity, from both
inside and outside their professional communities.

Attachment 6 - Expanded Gender Options on Facebook
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The following are the 58 gender options identified by ABC News:

1. Agender
2. Androgyne
3. Androgynous
4. Bigender
5. Cis
6. Cisgender
7. Cis Female
8. Cis Male
9. Cis Man
10. Cis Woman
11. Cisgender Female
12. Cisgender Male
13. Cisgender Man
14. Cisgender Woman
15. Female to Male
16. FTM
17. Gender Fluid
18. Gender Nonconforming
19. Gender Questioning
20. Gender Variant
21. Genderqueer
22. Intersex
23. Male to Female
24. MTF
25. Neither
26. Neutrois
27. Non-binary
28. Other
29. Pangender

30. 
31. Trans
32. Trans*
33. Trans Female
34. Trans* Female
35. Trans Male
36. Trans* Male
37. Trans Man
38. Trans* Man
39. Trans Person
40. Trans* Person
41. Trans Woman
42. Trans* Woman

Transfeminine
43. Transgender
44. Transgender -Female
45. Transgender Male
46. Transgender Man
47. Transgender Person
48. Transgender Woman
49. Transmasculine
50. Transsexual
51. Transsexual Female
52. Transsexual Male
53. Transsexual Man
54. Transsexual Person
55. Transsexual Woman
56. Two-Spirit
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Attachment 7 – Some Illuminating Online Sources
(in alphabetic order) We are not affiliated with them but find them helpful.

www.4thwavenow.com
By a mother whose teen daughter wanted to transition.
Includes some mind-blowing anecdotes about the irresponsibility
of many gender therapists in relation to children.
And much more. Ongoing and up to date on all the issues.

http://genderapostates.com/
A coalition of Women and Transwomen
who are working together for solutions.

http://genderidentitywatch.com
Cathy Brennan’s Gender Identity Watch: a blog devoted to tracking legislation
and case law that attempts to codify “gender identity” into law and to override
protections based on sex.
Contributors are lawyers – like Brennan - who apply a fundamental feminist
analysis to gender, but are also aware of the compromise possible from
interaction with legislatures and the courts.

http://lgbvoice.org/why-i-created-the-drop-the-t-petition/
Clayton Channing's extremely compelling insights on the subject.
This distinction of LGB vs. T is extremely contentious, so contentious
in fact that many people are afraid to sign that “Drop the T” petition.

https://newnarratives2014.wordpress.com/
By trans women who do not conform to
trans activist party line and want open dialogue.

https://radfemsrespond.wordpress.com/
Invitation from feminists for open dialogue.
Incl. their “Letters to Quakers”
with personal accounts of hostility
and extreme tactics by trans activists.

http://sexnotgender.com
Lawyer Elizabeth Hungerford’s highly informative data
and legal perspective on the trans narrative: how
gender erases sex and erases hard fought for rights of women and girls.
Includes letter to the U.N.

http://thirdwaytrans.com/
By a man who lived as trans woman for 20 years,
now de-transitioned.
Mother-lode of brilliant analysis!

http://www.transgendertrend.com
By an international group of parents concerned
about the current trend to indiscriminately
diagnose ‘gender non-conforming’ children as transgender.”

http://www.4thwavenow.com
http://genderapostates.com/
http://genderidentitywatch.com
http://lgbvoice.org/why-i-created-the-drop-the-t-petition/
https://newnarratives2014.wordpress.com/
https://radfemsrespond.wordpress.com/
http://sexnotgender.com
http://thirdwaytrans.com/
http://www.transgendertrend.com

